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Strong reasons for conservation of the name Toona if Cuveraca is regarded as validly 
published are: - 

i. Cuveraca Jones has never once been taken up for the taxon now called Toona. 
2. No specific combination with Cuveraca has ever been made. 

3. Since Jones's work the name has always been cited in synonymy, and frequently 
spelled wrongly. 

4. Toona has always been accepted when split from Cedrela and is widely used in an 
extensive botanical and forestry literature. 

5. The genus is of enormous economic importance and several of its species yield valuable 
timber. They are also important plantation subjects. Toona ciliata var. australis (F. 
v. Muell.) C. DC. is the object of a special series of studies and trials by several 
Government Forestry Departments and Agencies in various parts of the world. It 
promises to be one of the major plantation species of the future as it seems to be 
resistant to the Meliaceae shoot borer (Hypsipyla) when planted in Central and S. 
America. T. serrata (Royle) M. J. Roem. is sometimes grown as a forest crop and 
T. sinensis (A. Juss.) M. J. Roem. is extensively used as an avenue tree. It is one of the 
few temperate species of Meliaceae to be grown in Europe. 
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ARTICLE 73 

G. Salisbury* 

Art. 73 states that the original spellings of names and epithets should be retained 
except for the correction of "orthographic errors". This seemed reasonably clear until 
Nicolson & Brooks (0974) interpreted it to mean that "taxonomists" are obliged to use 
"orthographically correct spellings" irrespective of original spellings. Absolute clarity 
of language is practically unattainable, best writers admit, but provided the reason is 
clear it is not usually so difficult to understand what a writer means. The reason for 

Art. 73 is perfectly clear: there is only one original spelling; there may be more than one 
correct spelling and what is correct to one person is incorrect to another. 

E.g. taxo-nomists could be treated as an "orthographic error" and corrected to taxi- 
nomists from Gk. taxis "rank", stem taxi-. The plural of taxon, a back formation from 
an irregular formation, is taxons as in French, but most editors would alter it to taxa, 
which for a word that is neither Latin nor Greek seems inexcusable. Orthographic 
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errors "correctly spellt errors", from Gk. orthos "correct", could be altered to spelling 
errors or misspellings; orthographically correct spellings "correctly spellt correct spellings" 
to correct spellings. 

Rec. 73G recognizes two types of compounds: true compounds (i.e. stem-compounds) 
and pseudo-compounds (i.e. case-compounds). True compounds may have "wrong stems" 
or "wrong connecting vowels". Compounds begin as separate words; pseudo-compounds 
are false because like adverbs +verbs they can be written seperately, but they are not 
incorrect. 

E.g. viridi pallens, ablative + present participle, lit. "with a green colour becoming 
pale" is good classical Latin. On a par is fusco-venatus, abl. + perf. partic., lit. "with 
a dark colour veined". Fusci-venius "having dark veins" is not the same. 

Aquae-ductus, gen. + nom., lit. "a conveying of water" is mentioned, then con- 
veniently swept under the carpet. Intro-ductus adv. + perf. partic. = lit. "led within", or 
as noun "a leading within", i.e. introduction. 

Opuntiae-flora is altered to opuntii-flora, but the -ae is a genitive case-ending (of 
Opuntia), not a wrong connecting vowel to be corrected. The argument that some of 
these forms should be rejected, e.g. lirellae-formis, quassiae-cola, and others kept as 
revealing etymological distinctions, e.g. tubae can only be from tuba, tubi- is from 
tuba or tubus, is weak and beside the point. 

Myos-otis "mouse's ear", gen. + nom., from mus "mouse", gen. muos, is classical 
Greek. The Latin argenti-fodina "mine of silver" from argentum -i, is another gen. + 
nom. as it is sometimes written as separate words. How often the ubiquitous i is a genitive 
case-ending, e.g. busti-rapus "robber of a tomb", it is impossible to say. 

The Linnaean or Linnean epithets (the Code uses both spellings) nidus-avis "bird's nest", 
bursa-pastoris "shepherd's purse", nom. + gen., are based on pater-familiae or familias 
(old genitive) "father of the family". The old botanists were not exactly ignorant of 
classical usage; Pliny's Naturalis Historia had been translated into English in 16oi. 

Atro-purpureus is an adv. + adj., lit. "blackly purple", and therefore not a pseudo- 
compound; atro is the abl. of atrum, substantive from ater, used as an adverb. Albo- 
gilvus "whitish yellow" is a very rare word in classical Latin, but examples such as 
atri-purpureus are nowhere to be found. 

The way in which later writers formed adverbs would have appalled the classic writers, 
but only until they had become used to them. Grave-olens and suave-olens, adverbs + 
pres. partic., "strongly" and "sweetly smelling" are classical Latin; the regular adverbs 
are graviter and suaviter. 

Generico-specificus (Art. 42) "both generic and specific" is a special form based on 
sacro-sanctus, i.e. sacer sanctusque "both sacred and holy". Masculo-femina = "both 
man and woman", not "manly woman" or "woman with a man"; austro-africus "between 
the auster (south wind) and africus (southwest wind), i.e. south-southwest wind. 

Latin is not particularly rich in compounds; typical are those in colo, gigno (root gen), 
Jero, and gero, e.g. terri-cola "earth dweller", terri-gena "earth born" (stem terra- with 
vowel-change to i), flori-fer and flori-ger "flower bearing" (from flos, stem flor- + 
connective i), but no rule is established as other verbs cannot be used in this way. 

Compounds of facio are completely different, e.g. satis-facio, bene-facio, lique-facio, 
rare-facio, adverbs + facio, "to make satisfactorily", "well", "liquid", '"rare". These have 
come down into English as e.g. lique-fy, rare-fy; liqui-fy and rari-fy are incorrect. 

Wrong stems should not be altered, e.g. corti-cola to cortici-cola from cortex, stem 
cortic-; nephromi-cola to nephromati-cola from nephroma, stem nephromat-; myco-logy 
to myceto-logy from Gk. mukes, stem muket-, plural muketes as in Discomycetes, sing. 
a discomyces, not discomycete as it is usually given. 

In family names original spellings are not so important; thus Lecanact-aceae has 
been altered to Lecanactid-aceae, but it should be Lecanactin-aceae, from Gk. aktis "ray", 
stem aktin- (euphony). 

Hudr- is an alternative of hudat-, stem of hudor "water", not a form specially 
developed for compounding, as it appears in hudra, hudria, hudros, which are not com- 
pounds. Kalli- is not a form of kalo- (stem of kalos "beautiful") which came later, but 
is the combining form of kallos "beauty", stem kalles-. Meli-lotos "honey lotus" is 
classical Greek; meli is the nominative case gen. melitos, not a stem. 
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Botanists are advised not to make names by combining words from different languages 
(Recs. 20A, 23B), an old taboo akin to mixing races that in more, or less cultured 
societies is beginning to die out. Termino-logy "the study of words" is itself a hybrid 
word (Lat. x Gk.). Poly-spora is Gk. x Gk., but multi-spora (Lat. x Gk.) is not a 

hybrid word as spora has been adopted into botanical Latin. Names derived from Greek 
are Gk. and bot. Lat.; neither nephromi-cola (Lat.) nor epi-nephroma (Gk.) from Gk. 
Nephroma, the Latin name for a genus of lichens, is a hybrid word. 

Nouns as epithets should not be altered to adjectives and vice versa, e.g. saxicola (noun) 
to saxicolus -a -urn (adj.). In e.g. Lecidea saxicola it is impossible to tell whether the 

epithet is a noun or adj. In such cases it should be treated as a noun as in classical Latin, 
but if on transference to another genus it has already been treated as an adjective, this 
should be retained. 

Art. 23 states that the epithet in Rubus amnicola is an invariable substantive, but it is 
a noun in apposition to Rubus with which it agrees in case though not of course in 

gender, e.g. gen. Rubi amnicolae. 
The only corrections that are really necessary are to endings, as without proper 

endings words cannot be declined properly; thus nephromae is correctly altered to 
nephromatis, the proper genitive of Nephroma. 

The Code consists of rules and recommendations, but by cross-referencing a recom- 
mendation is sometimes found to be a rule. Nicolson & Brooks propose the ultimate 
in cross-referencing, incorporating a re-written Rec. 73G in Art. 73, but the retention 
of original spellings and the way new compounds ought to be formed should be 

separated rather than brought together. Greek and Latin usage cannot be written into 
one easy lesson. 
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